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Performance Appraisal  
Employee:   
Position: 
Review Period: 
April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2021
PI/Mgr:   
Performance Review Process 
This form has been revised to include employee and manager feedback. We also consolidated 
performance factors and added scientific evaluation criteria. 
Instructions: 
Rate the employee’s performance in each of the following areas according to the 
Performance Rating Scale below.  
Performance Rating Scale 
5 - 
Exceptional: 
Substantially and consistently exceeds area requirements and 
expectations, no room for improvement in this area.
4 - 
Exceeds Requirements:
Exceeds position requirements and expectations.
3 -  
Meets Requirements: 
Satisfactorily meets position requirements and expectations
2 - 
Nearly Meets Requirements: 
Meets most, but not all requirements and expectations. 
Sustained and continuous improvement needed. 
1 - 
Fails to Meet Requirements: 
Requires substantial improvement to meet position 
requirements. Immediate and sustained improvement needed. 
Employee/Manager 
initial each section 
when complete 
1.
Employee completes self-appraisal and submits it to their PI/Manager by February 19, 2021.
2.
PI/Manager to schedule perform appraisal meetings between March 1st and March 25th. 
This meeting will consist of:
a.
Review  appraisal of employee performance and goals 
b.
Discuss any gaps in the ratings of the employee and manager 
c.
Discuss growth and development opportunities related to career growth 
d.
Identify possible barriers to effective work performance and job satisfaction which may 
include work arrangements, organizational culture, or work processes   
e.
Identify and discuss employee’s suggestions for job, manager or organization 
f.
Develop performance goals and objectives for the coming year 
g.
Discuss other comments as appropriate 
3.
PI/Manager will forward completed performance appraisals by March 26th.
Job Knowledge/Quality/Productivity
Has appropriate level of proficiency and understanding of field or discipline. Achieves research objectives, keeps current on projects and apprises manager of progress.  Contributes new ideas and perspectives and  explores unique solutions to research challenges.  Handles multiple projects effectively, meets deadlines and delivers accurate data, writes clear and complete documents. 
If you are involved in direct research, please include these criteria for the appraisal: 
Contributes to papers or grants and publishes (or contributes to publications, as appropriate) at a rate and quality comparable to similar scientific positions within peer universities/institutes.  
Self-Appraisal   Manager Appraisal 
  Almost always exceeds standards, deadlines and schedules.  Demonstrates 
an unusually high level of productivity, motivation, and problem solving ability; works 
independently and takes on extra duties without prompting. Contributes new ideas and 
perspectives and explores unique solutions to research challenges.  
5
5
Exceeds Requirements:
  Achieves objectives,  keeps  current on projects and apprises 
manager of progress.  Meets deadlines or schedules; establishes own priorities; work is 
planned well and prioritized effectively within established timeframes; handles multiple 
projects effectively; delivers correct data. Writes clear and complete reports.  
4
4
Meets Requirements
: Volume of work and efficiency levels meets standards.  Meets most 
established  deadlines or schedules;  work is planned well and prioritized with some 
direction needed. Rate and/or quality of publications could be improved. 
3
3
Nearly Meets Requirements
:  Work output is inadequate to meet standards;  misses 
deadlines;  does  not take advantage of resources and tools to accomplish objectives; 
repeats errors;  attendance does not meet expectations; tardiness; missed meetings; 
interferes with others’ use of work time.  
2
2
Fails to  Meet Requirements
: Requires substantial improvement to meet position 
requirements.  Immediate and sustained improvement needed. 
1
1
Exceptional:
In the comment section please list accomplishments and opportunities for development related to this competency. 
Expresses self clearly; listens attentively; and responds respectfully and professionally to others in a timely manner. Uses communications devices effectively.  Respects others feelings; keeps commitments; shares knowledge, skills and successes readily with others. Demonstrates respect and dignity in decisions, communications and actions. If collaborating with others, shares knowledge/expertise with others, keeps commitments to the team, keeps team updated on progress, problems or developments and asks for assistance when needed. 
Collaboration/Communication
Self-Appraisal   Manager Appraisal 
  Seeks opportunities to help and support others; is accountable in difficult 
situations; manages conflict effectively; takes initiative in seeking views of others; actively 
offers solutions or develops alternatives; demonstrates an ability to empower others; 
prioritizes group goals over individual goals without compromising performance; always 
cultivates honesty, fairness and respect from others. 
Exceeds Requirements:
  Is considerate of others’ feelings and needs; offers to assist 
others, routinely shares knowledge and expertise. Expresses self clearly; listens to others 
and responds appropriately and in a timely way; uses communications tools effectively. 
Treats everyone with honesty, fairness and respect; acknowledges group as well as 
individual efforts as appropriate. 
: Tends to focus on group needs, however, only shares knowledge, 
skills and successes when asked. Meets  commitments and  assists others when asked.  
Treats everyone with honesty, fairness and respect.    Generally  utilizes  communications 
tools effectively. 
Nearly Meets Requirements
: Tends to focus on individual needs; tends to make negative 
or unhelpful remarks to or about others. Is not considerate of differing views; does not 
listen to others. 
Fails to Meet Requirements
: Requires substantial improvement to meet position 
requirements.  Immediate and sustained improvement needed. 
Exceptional:
Meets Requirements
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
In the comment section please list accomplishments and opportunities for development related to this competency. 
Consistency and reliability in work habits; follows proper time/reporting procedures; keeps unplanned absences to a minimum; responds and adapts positively to changing situations and new ideas. 
Self-Appraisal   Manager Appraisal 
Exceptional:
    Consistently  punctual with minimum absences, and follows instructions, 
policies, and procedures. Stays focused on tasks in spite of distractions and interruptions.  
Responds positively to change, embracing and using new practices or values to accomplish 
goals and solve problems.  Uses innovative methods to achieve solutions and results in the 
changing work environment.  Copes well and helps others deal with the ongoing demands 
of change; sees and shows others the benefits of change.
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
Exceeds Requirements: 
Absences are kept to a minimum and is punctual. Consistent in 
work results and meets deadlines. Handles change well and recovers from setbacks, and 
finds alternative ways to reach goals or targets. 
: Punctual with few unplanned absences.  Meets commitments and 
deadlines and assists others when asked.  Generally adapts to change. 
Meets Requirements
: Inconsistency in attendance and punctuality.  Work results 
are inconsistent and often needs to be checked frequently.  Demonstrates difficulty 
adapting to change. 
Nearly Meets Requirements
: Requires substantial improvement to meet position 
requirements.  Immediate and sustained improvement needed. 
In the comment section please list accomplishments and opportunities for development related to this competency. 
Dependability/Flexibility
Fails to Meet Requirements
Innovations/Noteworthy Contributions/Significant Accomplishments: 
Identify successful research and/or administrative projects which  have resulted in contributions to the lab  or administrative operations.  Please include details about accomplishments, grants, publications, or other operational efficiencies.  
Employee: please list and describe your top three successes over the last year. 
Exceptional 
5
5
4
3
2
1
Exceeds Requirements 
4
Meets Requirements 
3
Nearly Meets Requirements 
2
Fails to Meet Requirements 
1
Self-Appraisal   Manager Appraisal 
Comments: 
 1. Describe skills you would like to develop further and/or projects you would like to work on over the next year.
2. Provide any additional comments from the categories above. 
This process has been discussed and reviewed by: 
Employee’s signature 
__________________________________ 
Date   ______________ 
PI/Manager’s signature __________________________________ 
Date   
______________ 
Human Resources signature
______________________________ 
Date  
 ______________ 
______________________________________________________________________
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